Appendix 1: Logic
The only symbolic logic used in this book is a small part of
propositional/ogic, also called stnltrllitJl fogic or Boo/tan logic. In
this appendix. 1 review the relevant part of this simple area of
Jogic and clarify some not.ation and terminology. This ap~n
dix is not an introduction (0 logic; various important fine
points and distinctions are not be mentioned. But I hope this
will suffice as an introduction to the basic ideas in the elementary part of logic used in this book, and as a clarification of
the logical terminology and symbols used in this book.
The basic entities of the formal propositional calculus are
usually called the propositions and the propositional connec';"ts
(and the language of propositional logic usually includes punctuation mdr/u, usually p:ar~mheses, that :I;f~ us~d to avoid ambiguity of grouping wh~n "propositions" ar~ "connect~d" in
complex ways).
In this book. it isjQclors (or properties, or types) thu play the
role of the so-called propos;,;ol1s of propositional logic. The
abstr:act and formal propositional calculus can be i"terpreled as
applying to propositions in a number of ways in which the
term "proposition" could be understood. For example, we
could think ofpropositions as s~ntences (which may be understood as concrete linguistic entities such as utterances or inscriptions). Or we could think of them as st:uements (understood in such a way that many s~ntences can all be used to
"make" the same statement. and the same sentence, if used in
different contexts, would make differem statements). Or we
can think of propositions as sets oJ "possible worlds" (as many
philosophers and logicians have done in studies of modalities.
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such as possibility and necessity, and various kinds o£logio.l
relations, such as countc:rfactual conditional connections).
And the propositions can also be understood as factors (or
properties, or types).
In interpreting the abstract and formal propositional calculus, we can think of propositions eitlter as something like
sentences or statements, in which c;ase they are, roughly
speaking, true or false in II gillen silualion, or as factors (properties or types), in which case they are exemplifitd or not txtmplified in Q gil/ttl instance. In this appendix. which is a general
review of some formal aspects of abstract proposition;allogic, I
will use the term "proposition" to refer to the entities that
play this role in the calculus. And I will generally speak of
propositions as being either true or false. rather than of (;actors as being either exemplified or not exemplified. Formally,
the idea of the truth or falsity of a given sentence or statement
in a situation (or a possible world) is quite parallel to the idea
of the presence or absence of a given factor (or property or
type) in :m instance. For example, a factor is exemplified or
not exemplified in a situation, according to whether the st..tement userting it is exemplified is true or f..lse in the situation.
And the formal parallelism remains int..et with the introduction of the propositional connectives.
The connutives of propositional logic, sometimes called
stnttntial connectillts or trulh-jimetionaf conntctivts or Booltd"
conntctillts, can be used to form "new" propositions from
"old" ones. The "new" propositions are called trulh-jimClionQI
compounds, or Booltan compounds, of the "old" propositions.
The most usual connectives (and the only propositional connectives used in this book) are the ones for which I usc the
following three symbols (as is most standard): "-", "&". and
"V". These represent negation ("not"). conjunction (....nd ..).
and disjunction "or, or both").
Let X and Y be any propositions. Then. understood as
sentences or statements. X and Yare entities that are either
true or false. in any given situation. (Alternatively, X and Y
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can be factors, which are entities that are, in any given instance, either exemplified or not exemplified.) Then: (1) -X,
the negation of X. is the proposition that is true in a situation
JUSt in case (if and only if) X is false in the situation (or it is
the factor that is exemplified in an instance just in case X is
not exemplified in the instance); (2) X& Y, the conjunction of X
and Y. is the proposition that is true in a situation just in case
both X is true in the situation and Y is true in the situation (or
it is the factor that is exemplified in an instance just in case
both X is exemplified in the instance and Y is exemplified in
the instance); and (3) XVY. the disjunction of X and Y, is the
proposition that is true in a situation just in case at least one of
X and Y is true in the situation (or it is the factor that is
exemplified in an instance just in case at least one of X and Y
is exemplified in the instance).
X is sometimes called the ntgatum of -X. X and Y ue
called the conjumts of X&Y. And X and Yare called the
disjuncts of XVY. More than two propositions can be conjointd: Their conjunction is true (exemplified) if all the conjunct5 are true (exemplified). And more than two propositions can be d.·sjoinuJ: Their disjunction is true (exemplified) if
at least one of the disjuncts is true (exemplified).
Three importam kinds of propositions are the tautologies,
the contradictions, and the contingent propositions. A proposition is a tautology (or logically trut) ifit cannot be false (it cannot
not be exemplified). A proposition is a con'radiction (or logicatly
jlist) if it cannot be true (it cannot be exemplified). And a
proposition is contingtnt (or logically indeterminatt) if it is both
possible for it to be true (exemplified) and possible for it to be
false (be not exemplified). If X is any proposition, then examples of tautologies are XV-X and -(X&- X), and examples
ofcontradictionsare X&-X and -(XV-X). (Hereafter. I will
not add the parenthetical "factor txemplijitd in an instance"
after "proposition trut in a situation", or "(actor not extmplijitd
in an instance" after "proposition false in a situation" - the
parallel is always the same.)
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Three important relations that can obtain between two
propositions are those of implication, equivalence, and independence. A proposition ·X impli~s (or logically impli~s) a
proposition Y if it is not possible for X to be true while Y is
false (in the same situation). Propositions X and Y are ~qujl'a
lall (or logically ~quillalttlt) if they must be either both true or
both false (they cannot differ from each other with respect to
truth and falsity in a given situation). Another way ofpurting
this is to say that X and Yare equivalent if each implies the
other. Finally, two propositions are illdtptrtdtnt (Iogicdlly i"dtp~"dtml) if all four combinations of the truth and falsity of X
and the truth and (llIlsity of Yare possible. Another way of
putting this is to SlllY that X llInd Yare independent if neither
of X and - X implies either of Y or - Y (and vice versa, to be
redundanl).
A s~t of proposilio"s is said to be tfostd under the propositional connectives (-, &, V) if it contains all Boolellln compounds (- X, Xc.'\{ Y, XVY) of propositions (X and Y) that it
contlllins. And the closur~ of a set of propositions is the smallest set thar contains the given set and is closed under the
propositional connectives.
Propositions in a set of propositions;)fe mUlually t'xclusil't' if
at most one of them could be true: Tht conjunction ofany two
or mort ojtht'm is a contradiclion (or logically falst). Propositions
in 1lI set of propositions ;)fe collutjll~/y t'xhaustill~ if they cannot
1lI11 be false: Tht' disjunction ojall of thtm is a tautology (or logicllily trut). A partition is a set of mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive propositions. For any partition, exactly one
proposition in it is true (in a given situllltion).
Rdatill~ to a s~1 S ojpropositions 'hilI is clos~d u"d~r IIJ~ usual
COtlrftetillts, a proposition X is mdximtllly sptcific if X is a member of S and there is no proposition Yin S such that both (I)
Y implies X and (2) Y is not equivalent to X - that is, any
proposition Y in S that implies X is equivalent to X. If we
assume an interpretation of propositions under which logically tquillalttlt propositions are idtnl;cal propositions (which
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is plausible for propositions understood as statements, as sets
of possible worlds, or as factors, or properties or types. but
not for propositions understood as sentences). then we could
say that X is maximally specific relative to a closed set 5 if no
proposition in 5, other than X, implies X. Rtlatillt to any
T
oJproposi.jons, X is maximally spuijic if X is maximally specific
relative to the closure of T under the usual connectives.
Any element of a set of propositions is equivalent to a
disjunction whose disjuncts are propositions that :ne m.aimally specific reb.tive to the set. And a m.aimally specific
proposition relative to a set is always equivalent to a conjunction whose conjuncts are all either members ofthe set or negations of members ofthe set. The set of propositions maximally
specific relative to a set is always (modulo tquillaJtlut - that is,
treating equivalent propositions as identical) a partition. If
5\, ... , 5" are all p:ntitions, then a proposition is maximally
specific relative to the union of the S;'s if and ouly if it is
equivalent to a conjunction X\& ... &X", where e;!ch Xi is a
member of Sj'
Not every set of propositions is such that, relative to it,
there exist maximally specific propositions; there arc the
"atomless Boole;!n algebns." A set of propositions that is
dosed under the usu;!l connectives, together with the relation
of implication, is one kind of Boolean algebra. A Booltan
algtbra, B, is simply any structure. B "" <5, - ,&, V,:::t:> .0,1>.
in which 5 plays the formally analogous ro)e of a set of
propositions thar is dosed under the operations formally
analogous to the ways "-", "&", and "V" were described
above, where ;;;> corresponds to implication, and where for
any element X of S, 0 is equivalent (and identical) to X&- X
and 1 is equivalent (and identical) to x:...;- X.
1\ Boolean algebra is called atomltSJ if. for every element X
ofit, there is another element Yofit that is "strictly less than"
X. Understanding the algebra as a set of propositions, this
means thar Y implies X but X does not imply Y (so that X ~
V). Of course, all atom less Boolean algebras are infinite. And
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atomless BooJe;lIn algebras do not have any maximally specific elements. All finite Boolean algebras have maximally
specific clements, called Qtoms, such that every member of the
.2lgebra is .2 disjunction of these atoms. A Boolean algebra is
compltt~ (or sigmQ·ddditillt) if it contains all infinite conjunctions and disjunCtions of its members, as well as the finite
conjunctions and disjunctions of its members. All complete
Boolean algebras have atoms such that every member of the
algebra is a disjunction of atoms; not all infinite Doolean
algebr2s are atomless.
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